
THEORIES OF HEALTH AND ILLNESS THE CRITEAS

But we may ask for the criteria of such well-functioning. How do we know As I said, two main streams of theories of
health and disease have recently appeared.

Dordrecht: Kluwer;  While the added construct of perceived behavioral control was an important addition to
the theory, it doesn't say anything about actual control over behavior. Psychol Rev. Teoria y realidad. Teoria
dos sistemas e epistemologia. Ann Intern Med. Observability - The extent to which the innovation provides
tangible results. The model assumes that the individual voluntarily accepts the sick role. Strategies to appeal to
this population include statistics, fear appeals, and pressure from people in the other adopter groups. How do
multiple behaviors interact to increase or decrease health risks? To progress through the stages of change,
people apply cognitive, affective, and evaluative processes. Relative Advantage - The degree to which an
innovation is seen as better than the idea, program, or product it replaces. This synthetic instance allows to
incorporate, into a unified model-object, different classes of reference: a propositional models, which assume
logical forms that specify elements, properties and relationships of comprehensive structures; b iconic models,
schemata and graphic and visual forms that, in varied ways, convey an ideological imagery of health-disease;
c metaphorical models, which result from the ability of a propositional or iconic model to pass from one
domain to another; d metonymic models, which result from displacements, dislocations and substitutions,
again across domains and planes of occurrence of health-illness-care phenomena. Philadelphia: Temple
University Press;  They are venturesome and interested in new ideas. The gap between perceived and actual is
a misperception, and this forms the foundation for the social norms approach. The authors would like to thank
the NIH Behavior Change Consortium workgroups on recruitment and retention, treatment fidelity,
transbehavioral outcomes, conceptual mediators, methodology and data, and reach and translation for their
collective work, and for their valuable discussions and contributions. This construct of the theory was added
later, and created the shift from the Theory of Reasoned Action to the Theory of Planned Behavior. These are
polisemic, multifaceted, pluralistic model-objects, simultaneously ontological and heuristic, capable of
transiting across or being traversed by different domains or levels. With this interpretation the issue is the
meaningful quantification of the resources across behaviors. First, the equivalence of change in different
behaviors has not been investigated. Some of these differences are discussed by Spring. Decision making in
the transtheoretical model of behavior change. Learning Objectives Discuss the functionalist perspective on
illness in society, specifically the role the sick play in a specific society and how that role affects others Key
Takeaways Key Points Functionalism addresses society as a whole in terms of the function of its constituent
elements namely norms, customs, traditions, and institutions , much like the interacting organs within the
human body.


